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Appears in CVPR 97, June 17-19, Puerto RicoPedestrian Detection Using Wavelet TemplatesMichael Oren Constantine Papageorgiou Pawan SinhaEdgar Osuna Tomaso PoggioCBCL and AI LabMITCambridge, MA 02139AbstractThis paper presents a trainable object detection ar-chitecture that is applied to detecting people in staticimages of cluttered scenes. This problem poses severalchallenges. People are highly non-rigid objects with ahigh degree of variability in size, shape, color, and tex-ture. Unlike previous approaches, this system learnsfrom examples and does not rely on any a priori (hand-crafted) models or on motion.The detection technique is based on the novel ideaof the wavelet template that de�nes the shape of anobject in terms of a subset of the wavelet coe�cientsof the image. It is invariant to changes in color andtexture and can be used to robustly de�ne a rich andcomplex class of objects such as people. We show howthe invariant properties and computational e�ciencyof the wavelet template make it an e�ective tool forobject detection.1 IntroductionThe problem of object detection has seen a high de-gree of interest over the years. The fundamental prob-lem is how to characterize an object class. In contrastto the case of pattern classi�cation, where we need todecide between a relatively small number of classes,the detection problem requires us to di�erentiate be-tween the object class and the rest of the world. As aresult, the class description for object detection musthave large discriminative power to handle the clutteredscenes it will be presented with. Furthermore, in mod-eling complicated classes of objects (e.g. faces, pedes-trians) the intra-class variability itself is signi�cant anddi�cult to model. Since it is not known how manyinstances of the class are presented in the scene, ifany, the detection problem cannot easily be solved us-ing methods such as maximum-a-posteriori probability(MAP) or maximum likelihood models. Consequently,the classi�cation of each pattern in the image must bedone independently; this makes the decision problemsusceptible to missed instances of the class and falsepositives.There has been a body of work on people detec-tion (Tsukiyama & Shirai, 1985[16], Leung & Yang,1987[6][5], Rohr, 1993[10], Chen & Shirai, 1994[2]);these approaches are heavily based on motion and hand0Contact authors' email: foren,cpapa,tpg@ai.mit.edu

crafted models. An important aspect of our system isthat the model is automatically learned from examplesand avoids the use of motion and explicit segmentation.One of the successful systems in the area of trainableobject detection in cluttered scenes is the face detec-tion system of Sung and Poggio [15]. They model faceand non-face patterns in a high dimensional space andderive a statistical model for the class of frontal humanfaces. Similar face detection systems have been devel-oped by others (Vaillant, et al.[17], Rowley, et al.[11],Moghaddam and A. Pentland[8], Osuna et al.[3]).Frontal human faces, despite their variability, sharevery similar patterns (shape and the spatial layoutof facial features) and their color space is very con-strained. This is not the case with pedestrians. Fig-ure 1 shows several typical images of people in ourdatabase. These images illustrate the di�culties ofpedestrian detection; there is signi�cant variability inthe patterns and colors within the boundaries of thebody. The detection problem is also complicated bythe absence of constraints on the image background.Given these problems, direct analysis of pixel charac-teristics (e.g. intensity, color and texture) is not ade-quate. This paper presents a new approach motivatedby an earlier piece of work by one of the authors [12][13] who derived a new invariant called the 'ratio tem-plate' and applied it to face detection.A ratio template encodes the ordinal structure ofthe brightness distribution on a face. It consists of aset of inequality relationships between the average in-tensities of a few di�erent face-regions. This designwas motivated by the observation that while the ab-solute intensity values of di�erent regions change dra-matically under varying illumination conditions, theirmutual ordinal relationships (binarized ratios) remainlargely una�ected. Thus, for instance, the forehead istypically brighter than the eye-socket regions for allbut the most contrived lighting setups. A small setof such relationships, collectively called a ratio tem-plate, provides a powerful constraint for face detection.The emphasis on the use of qualitative relationshipsalso renders the ratio template construct perceptuallyplausible (the human visual system is poor at judgingabsolute brightnesses but remarkably adept at mak-ing ordinal brightness comparisons). In [13] a schemefor learning such relationships from examples was pre-sented and tested on synthetic images. However, this



Figure 1: Examples of images of people in the training database. The examples vary in color, texture, view point(either frontal or rear) and background.work left some important issues open. These includea formalization of the template structure in terms ofsimple primitives, a rigorous learning scheme capableof working with real images, and also the question ofapplicability to other, possibly more complex, objectclasses such as pedestrians.We present an extension of the ratio template, calledthe \wavelet template", and address some of theseissues in the context of pedestrian detection. Thewavelet template consists of a set of regular regionsof di�erent scales that correspond to the support of asubset of signi�cant wavelet functions. The relation-ships between di�erent regions are expressed as con-straints on the values of the wavelet coe�cients. Thewavelet template can compactly express the structuralcommonality of a class of objects and is computation-ally e�cient. We show that it is learnable from a setof examples and provides an e�ective tool for the chal-lenging problem of detecting pedestrians in clutteredscenes. We believe that the learnable wavelet templaterepresents a framework that is extensible to the detec-tion of complex object classes other than pedestrians.2 The wavelet templateIn this section, we review the Haar wavelet, describea denser (redundant) transform, and de�ne the wavelettemplate.2.1 The Haar dictionaryIn this section, for lack of space, we survey the prop-erties of wavelets which are used in the paper; a moredetailed treatment can be found in [7] and other stan-dards references on wavelets. As motivated by the workon the template ratio, we were looking for an imagerepresentation which captures the relationship betweenaverage intensities of neighboring regions. This sug-gests the use of a family of basis functions, such as theHaar wavelets, which encode such relationships alongdi�erent orientations. The Haar wavelet representa-tion has also been used for image database retrieval,Jacobs et al.[4], where the largest wavelet coe�cientswere used as a measure of similarity between two im-ages. In our work, the wavelet representation is usedto capture the structural similarities between variousinstances of the class. In Figure 2, we depict the 3types of 2-dimensional Haar wavelets. These types in-clude basis functions which capture change in inten-sity along the horizontal direction, the vertical direc-tion and the diagonals (or corners). Since the waveletsthat the standard transform generates have irregularsupport, we use the non-standard 2-dimensional DWTwhere, at a given scale, the transform is applied to

each dimension sequentially before proceeding to thenext scale [14]. The results are Haar wavelets withsquare support at all scales.
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 2: The 3 types of 2-dimensional non-standardHaar wavelets; (a) \vertical", (b) \horizontal", (c)\corner".The standard Haar basis is not dense enough forour application. For the 1-dimensional transform, thedistance between two neighboring wavelets at level n(with support of size 2n) is 2n. For better spatial res-olution, we need a set of redundant basis functions,or an overcomplete dictionary, where the distance be-tween the wavelets at scale n is 142n. We call this aquadruple density dictionary. As one can easily ob-serve, the straightforward approach of shifting the sig-nal and recomputing the DWT will not generate thedesired dense sampling. However, one can observe thatin the standard wavelet transform, after the scaling andwavelet coe�cients are convolved with the correspond-ing �lters there is a step of downsampling. If we donot downsample the wavelet coe�cients we generatewavelets with double density, where wavelets of leveln are centered every 122n. To generate the quadrupledensity dictionary, we compute the scaling coe�cientswith double density by not downsampling them. Thenext step is to calculate double density wavelet coef-�cients on the two sets of scaling coe�cients | evenand odd | separately. By interleaving the results ofthe two transforms we get quadruple density waveletcoe�cients. For the next scale we keep only the evenscaling coe�cients of the previous level and repeat thequadruple transform on this set only; the odd scalingcoe�cients are dropped o�. Since only the even coef-�cients are carried along at all the scales, we avoid an\explosion" in the number of coe�cients, yet provide adense and uniform sampling of the wavelet coe�cientsat all the scales. As with the regular DWT, the timecomplexity is O(n) in the number of pixels n. Theextension for the 2-dimensional transform is straight-forward.2.2 The wavelet templateThe ratio template de�nes a set of constraints onthe appearance of an object by de�ning a set of re-



gions and a set of relationships on their average in-tensities. The relationships can require, for example,that the ratio of intensities between two speci�c regionsfalls within a certain range. We address the issues oflearning these relationships, using the template for de-tection, and its e�cient computation by establishingthe ratio template in the natural framework of Haarwavelets. Each wavelet coe�cient describes the rela-tionship between the average intensities of two neigh-boring regions. If we compute the transform on theimage intensities, the Haar coe�cients specify the in-tensity di�erences between the regions; computing thetransform on the log of the image intensities producescoe�cients that represent the log of the ratio of theintensities. Furthermore, the wavelet template can de-scribe regions with di�erent shapes by using combina-tions of neighboring wavelets with overlapping supportand wavelets of di�erent scales. The wavelet templateis also computationally e�cient since we compute thetransform once for the whole image and look at di�er-ent sets of coe�cients for di�erent spatial locations.2.2.1 Learning the pedestrian templateAs shown in Figure 1, it is easy to observe thatthere are no consistent patterns in the color and tex-ture of pedestrians or their backgrounds in arbitrarycluttered scenes in unconstrained environments. Thislack of clearly discernible interior features is circum-vented by relying on (1) di�erences in the intensitybetween pedestrian bodies and their backgrounds and(2) consistencies within regions inside the body bound-aries. We interpret the wavelet coe�cients as eitherindicating an almost uniform area, i.e. \no-change",if their absolute value is relatively small, or as indi-cating \strong change" if their absolute value is rela-tively large. The wavelet template we seek to identifywill consist solely of wavelet coe�cients (either verti-cal, horizontal or corner) whose types (\change"/\no-change") are both clearly identi�ed and consistentalong the ensemble of pedestrian images; these com-prise the \important" coe�cients.The basic analysis to identify the template consistsof two steps: �rst, we normalize the wavelet coe�cientsrelative to the rest of the coe�cients in the patterns;second, we analyze the averages of the normalized coef-�cients along the ensemble. We have collected a set of564 color images of people (Figure 1) for use in the tem-plate learning. All the images are scaled and clipped tothe dimensions 128� 64 such that the people are cen-tered and approximately the same size (the distancefrom the shoulders to feet is about 80 pixels). In ouranalysis, we restrict ourselves to the wavelets at scalesof 32 � 32 pixels (one array of 15 � 5 coe�cients foreach wavelet class) and 16�16 pixels (29�13 for eachclass). For each color channel (RGB) of every image,we compute the quadruple dense Haar transform andtake the coe�cient value to be the largest absolutevalue among the three channels. The normalizationstep computes the average of each coe�cient's class(fvertical; horizontal; cornerg � f16; 32g) over all thepedestrian patterns and divides every coe�cient by itscorresponding class average. We calculate the averagesseparately for each class since the power distribution

between the di�erent classes may vary.To begin specifying the template, we calculate theaverage of each normalized coe�cient over the set ofpedestrians. A base set of 597 color images of naturalscenes of size 128�64 that do not contain people weregathered to compare with the pedestrian patterns andare processed as above. Tables 1(a) and 1(b) show theaverage coe�cient values for the set of vertical Haarcoe�cients of scale 32�32 for both the non-pedestrianand pedestrian classes. Table 1(a) shows that the pro-cess of averaging the coe�cients within the pattern andthen in the ensemble does not create spurious patterns;the average values of these non-pedestrian coe�cientsare near 1 since these are random images that do notshare any common pattern. The pedestrian averages,on the other hand, show a clear pattern, with strong re-sponse (values over 1.5) in the coe�cients correspond-ing to the sides of the body and weak response (valuesless than 0.5) in the coe�cients along the center of thebody. 1.18 1.14 1.16 1.09 1.111.13 1.06 1.11 1.06 1.071.07 1.01 1.05 1.03 1.051.07 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.051.06 0.99 0.98 0.98 1.041.03 0.98 0.95 0.94 1.010.98 0.97 0.96 0.91 0.980.98 0.96 0.98 0.94 0.991.01 0.94 0.98 0.96 1.011.01 0.95 0.95 0.96 1.000.99 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.981.00 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.961.00 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.96(a)0.62 0.74 0.60 0.75 0.660.76 0.92 0.54 0.88 0.811.07 1.11 0.52 1.04 1.151.38 1.17 0.48 1.08 1.471.65 1.27 0.48 1.15 1.711.62 1.24 0.48 1.11 1.631.44 1.27 0.46 1.20 1.441.27 1.38 0.46 1.34 1.271.18 1.51 0.46 1.48 1.181.09 1.54 0.45 1.52 1.080.94 1.38 0.42 1.39 0.930.74 1.08 0.36 1.11 0.720.52 0.74 0.29 0.77 0.50(b)Table 1: Normalized vertical coe�cients of scale 32�32 of images with (a) random natural scenes (withoutpeople), (b) pedestrians.We use a gray level coding scheme to visualize thepatterns in the di�erent classes of coe�cients the val-ues of the coe�cients and display them in the properspatial layout. Coe�cients close to 1 are gray, strongercoe�cients are darker, and weaker coe�cients arelighter. Figures 3(a)-(d) show the color coding for the



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)Figure 3: Ensemble average values of the wavelet coe�cients coded using gray level. Coe�cients whose valuesare above the template average are darker, those below the average are lighter. (a) vertical coe�cients of randomscenes. (b)-(d) vertical, horizontal and corner coe�cients of scale 32 � 32 of images of people. (e)-(g) vertical,horizontal and corner coe�cients of scale 16� 16 of images of people.arrays of coarse scale coe�cients (32 � 32) and Fig-ures 3(e)-(g) show the arrays of coe�cients of the �nerscale, (16� 16).Figure 3(a) shows the vertical coe�cients of randomimages; as expected, this �gure is uniformly gray. Thecorresponding images for the horizontal and corner co-e�cients, not shown here, are similar. In contrast, thecoe�cients of the people, Figures 3(b)-(d), show clearpatterns, with the di�erent classes of wavelet coe�-cients being tuned to di�erent types of structural in-formation. The vertical wavelets, Figure 3(b), capturethe sides of the pedestrians. The horizontal wavelets,Figure 3(c), respond to the line from shoulder to shoul-der and to a weaker belt line. The corner wavelets, Fig-ure 3(d), are better tuned to corners, for example, theshoulders, hands and feet. The wavelets of �ner scalein Figures 3(e)-(g) provide better spatial resolution ofthe body's overall shape and smaller scale details suchas the head and extremities appear clearer. Two simi-lar statistical analyses using a) the wavelets of the logof the intensities and b) the sigmoid function as a \softthreshold" on the normalized coe�cients yields resultsthat are similar to the intensity di�erencing wavelets.It is intriguing that a basic measure like the ensembleaverage provides clear identi�cation of the template asshown in Figure 3.The template derived from learning uses a set of29 coe�cients that are consistent along the ensembleeither as indicators of \change" or \no-change". Thereare 6 vertical and 1 horizontal coe�cients at the scaleof 32� 32 and 14 vertical and 8 horizontal at the scaleof 16�16. These coe�cients serve as the feature vectorfor the ensuing classi�cation problem.3 The detection systemOnce we have identi�ed the important basis func-tions, we can use various classi�cation techniques tolearn the relationships between the wavelet coe�cientsthat de�ne the pedestrian class. In this section, wepresent the overall architecture of the detection system,the classi�er we used (the support vector machine), and

the training process. We conclude with experimentalresults of the detection system.3.1 System architectureThe system detects people in arbitrary positions inthe image and in di�erent scales. To accomplish thistask, the system is trained to detect a pedestrian cen-tered in a 128 � 64 pixel window. Once the trainingstage is completed, the system is able to detect pedes-trians at arbitrary positions by shifting the 128 � 64window, thereby scanning all possible locations in theimage. This is combined with iteratively resizing theimage to achieve multi-scale detection; in our exper-iments, we scale the image from 0.2 to 1.5 times itsoriginal size, at increments of 0.1. At any given scale,instead of recomputing the wavelet coe�cients for ev-ery window in the image, we compute the transformfor the whole image and do the shifting in the coe�-cient space. A shift of one coe�cient in the �ner scalecorresponds to a shift of 4 pixels in the window and ashift in the coarse scale corresponds to a shift of 8 pix-els. Since most of the coe�cients in the wavelet tem-plate are at the �ner scale (the coarse scale coe�cientshardly change with a shift of 4 pixels), we achieve ane�ective spatial resolution of 4 pixels by working in thewavelet coe�cient space.3.2 System trainingTo train our system, we use a database of frontal andrear images of people from outdoor and indoor scenes.The initial non-people in the training database are pat-terns from natural scenes not containing people. Thecombined set of positive and negative examples formthe initial training database for the classi�er. A key is-sue with the training of detection systems is that, whilethe examples of the target class, in this case pedestri-ans, are well de�ned, there are no typical examplesof non-pedestrians. The main idea in overcoming thisproblem of de�ning this extremely large negative classis the use of \bootstrapping" training [15]. After theinitial training, we run the system over arbitrary im-ages that do not contain any people. Any detectionsare clearly identi�ed as false positives and are added



to the database of negative examples and the classi�eris then retrained with this larger set of data. Theseiterations of the bootstrapping procedure allows theclassi�er to construct an incremental re�nement of thenon-pedestrian class until satisfactory performance isachieved. This bootstrapping technique is illustratedin Figure 4.
Initial Training Set

...

...

Classifier

Pedestrian
Detection
System

False PositivesFigure 4: Incremental bootstrapping to improve thesystem performance.3.3 Classi�cation schemesIn Section 2.2.1we described the identi�cation of thesigni�cant coe�cients that characterize the pedestrianclass. These coe�cients are used as the feature vectorfor various classi�cation methods.3.3.1 Basic template matchingThe simplest classi�cation scheme is to use a basic tem-plate matching measure. As in Section 2.2.1, the nor-malized template coe�cients are divided into two cat-egories: coe�cients above 1 (indicating strong change)and below 1 (weak change). For every novel window,the wavelet coe�cients are compared to the pedestriantemplate. The matching value is the ratio of the co-e�cients in agreement. A similar approach was usedin [12] for face detection with good results. While thisbasic template matching scheme is very simple | bet-ter classi�cation techniques can be applied | it is in-teresting to see how well it will perform on this morecomplex task.3.3.2 Support vector machinesInstead of the simple template matching paradigm wecan use a more sophisticated classi�er which will learnthe relationship between the coe�cients fromgiven setsof positive and negative examples. The classi�er canlearn more re�ned relationships than the simple tem-plate matching scheme and therefore can provide moreaccurate detection.

The classi�cation technique we use is the sup-port vector machine (SVM) developed by Vapnik etal.[1][18]. This recently developed technique has sev-eral features that make it particularly attractive. Tra-ditional training techniques for classi�ers, such as mul-tilayer perceptrons (MLP), use empirical risk mini-mization and only guarantee minimum error over thetraining set. In contrast, the SVM machinery usesstructural risk minimization which minimizes a boundon the generalization error and therefore should per-form better on novel data. Another interesting aspectof the SVM is that its decision surface depends onlyon the inner product of the feature vectors. This leadsto an important extension since we can replace theEuclidean inner product by any symmetric positive-de�nite kernel K(x; y) [9]. This use of a kernel isequivalent to mapping the feature vectors to a high-dimensional space, thereby signi�cantly increasing thediscriminative power of the classi�er. For our classi-�cation problem, we �nd that using a polynomial ofdegree two as the kernel provides good results.It should be observed, that from the view point ofthe classi�cation task, we could use the whole set ofcoe�cients as a feature vector. However, using all thewavelet functions that describe a window of 128 � 64pixels, over a few thousands, would yield vectors ofvery high dimensionality, as we mentioned earlier. Thetraining of a classi�er with such a high dimensionalitywould in turn require too large an example set. Thetemplate learning stage of Section 2.2.1 serves to selectthe basis functions relevant for this task and to reducetheir number considerably (to a very reasonable 29).4 The experimental resultsTo evaluate the system performance, we start with adatabase of 564 positive examples and 597 negative ex-amples. The system then undergoes the bootstrappingcycle detailed in Section 3.2. For this paper, the sup-port vector system goes through three bootstrappingsteps, ending up with a total of 4597 negative exam-ples. For the template matching version a thresholdof 0.7 (70% matching) was empirically found to yieldgood results.Out-of-sample performance is evaluated over a testset consisting of 72 images for both the templatematching scheme and the support vector classi�er. Thetest images contain a total of 165 pedestrians in frontalor near-frontal poses; 24 of these pedestrians are onlypartially observable (e.g. with body regions that areindistinguishable from the background). Since the sys-tem was not trained with partially observable pedes-trians, we would not even expect a perfectly trainedsystem (with the current template) to detect theseinstances. To give a fair account of the system, wepresent statistics for both the total set and the set of141 \high quality" pedestrian images. Results of thetests are presented in Table 2 for representative sys-tems using template matching and support vectors.The template matching system has a pedestrian de-tection rate of 52.7%, with a false positive rate of 1 forevery 5,000 windows examined. The success of sucha straightforward template matching measure suggeststhat the template learning scheme extracts non-trivialstructural regularity within the pedestrian class.



Figure 5: Results from the pedestrian detection sys-tem. These are typical images of relatively complexscenes that are used to test the system.
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Figure 6: ROC curves for the support vector detectionsystem; the bottom curve is over the entire test set,the top curve is over the \high quality" set.Detection False PositiveRate Rate (per window)TemplateMatching 52.7% (61.7%) 1:5,000SVM 69.7% (81.6%) 1:15,000Table 2: Performance of the pedestrian detection sys-tem; values in parentheses are for the set of "high qual-ity" pedestrian images.For the more sophisticated system with the supportvector classi�er, we perform a more thorough analysis.In general, the performance of any detection systemexhibits a tradeo� between the rate of detection andthe rate of false positives. Performance drops as weimpose more stringent restrictions on the rate of falsepositives. To capture this tradeo�, we vary the sen-sitivity of the system by thresholding the output andevaluate the ROC curve, given in Figure 6. From thecurve we can see, for example, that if we have a tol-erance of one false positive for every 15,000 windowsexamined, we can achieve a detection rate of 69.6%,and as high as 81.6% on the \high quality" set. Aswe expect, the support vector classi�er with the boot-strapping training performs better than the \naive"template matching scheme.In Figure 5 we show typical images that are usedto test the system. These are very cluttered scenescrowded with complex patterns. Considering the com-plexity of these scenes and the di�culties of pedestriandetection in natural outdoor scenes, we consider theabove detection rate to be high. It is interesting toobserve that most of the false positives are patternswith overall proportions similar to the human body.We believe that additional training and re�nement ofthe current system will reduce the false detection ratefurther.The system is currently trained only on frontal andrear views of pedestrians. Training the classi�er to



handle side views can be accomplished in an identicalmanner and is our next extension to the system.5 ConclusionIn this paper, we introduce the idea of a wavelettemplate and demonstrate how it can be learned andused for pedestrian detection in a cluttered scene. Thewavelet template de�nes an object as a set of regionsand relationships among them. A key idea is to usea wavelet basis to represent the template, yielding notonly a computationally e�cient algorithm but also ane�ective learning scheme.The success of the wavelet template for pedestriandetection comes from its ability to capture high-levelknowledge about the object class (structural informa-tion expressed as a set of constraints on the wavelet co-e�cients) and incorporate it into the low-level processof interpreting image intensities. Attempts to directlyapply low-level techniques such as edge detection andregion segmentation are likely to fail in the type of im-ages we analyze since these methods are not robust,are sensitive to spurious details, and give ambiguousresults. Using the wavelet template, only signi�cantinformation that characterizes the object class | asobtained in the learning phase | is evaluated and used.In summary, in our approach a pedestrian templateis learned from examples and then used for classi�-cation, ideally in a template matching scheme. It isimportant to realize that this is not the only interpre-tation of our approach, though it is the one originallysuggested by [12] and is the one emphasized through-out the paper. An alternative, and more general, pointof view considers the step of learning the template as adimensionality reduction stage. Using all the waveletfunctions that describe a window of 128 � 64 pixelswould yield vectors of very high dimensionality, as wementioned earlier. The training of a classi�er with sucha high dimensionality would in turn require too largean example set. The template learning stage of Section2.2.1 serves to select the basis functions relevant forthis task and to reduce their number considerably (toa very reasonable 29). A classi�er { such as the supportvector machine { can then be trained on a small exam-ple set. From this point of view, learning the pedes-trian detection task consists of two learning steps: 1)dimensionality reduction, that is, task-dependent basisselection and 2) training the classi�er. In this inter-pretation, a template in the strict sense of the word isneither learned nor used.In any case, it seems that the approach describedin this paper, combined with the related strategy usedpreviously to learn face detection, may well generalizeto several other object detection tasks.AcknowledgementsThis research was supported by DARPA, ONR andDaimler-Benz.References[1] B. Boser, I. Guyon, and V. Vapnik. A training algo-rithm for optim margin classi�er. In Proceedings ofthe Fifth Annual ACM Workshop on ComputationalLearning Theory, pages 144{52. ACM, 1992.
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